RSI’19 reunion
February 19, 2023
NAME: Hiba Hussain

Nickname: HibaSpottamus

MIT Username: hibah@mit.edu

Counselor Group: Alan's Zoo

Tutor Group: Debra's

Email Address: hibah111602@gmail.com

Address: 7 Richmond Drive, Old Greenwich CT

Phone Number: 203-280-3748

Field(s) of Interest: Biomedical Engineering, Cancer Biology

Project Title: Functionalization of Glass-Coated Microwires for Use in Minimally Invasive Biosensors

One Word to Describe RSI: Incredible

Favorite Quote from RSI: “I kill a dog once, now they call me dog-killer” - Ignasi Segura

Favorite W20 Food: Croissant breakfast sandwich from Dunkin Donuts

Weapon of Choice in Zombie Apocalypse: A plastic fork from Verde’s

Favorite Number: 19

Longest Time Without Sleeping: 20

Longest Time Spent Sleeping: 8

Favorite RSI Moment: Breaking out into song at random times with my counselor group

Most Embarrassing/Awkward RSI Moment: Getting locked out of my room
ETHAN SHAOTRAN

Nickname: Ethan
MIT Username: shaotran
Counselor Group: Berdiev King
Tutor Group: Jessica/Gry
Email Address: ethan.shaotran@gmail.com
Address: 900 Mainadies Court, Palo Alto, CA 94306
Phone Number: 666-312-8714
Field(s) of interest: Artificial Intelligence, Self-Driving Cars, Economics
Project Title: Geostatic Learning for Autonomous Driving Simulato
One Word to Describe RSI Quirky
Favorite Quote from RSI: "Erik"
Favorite Quote: "Petit Feud:
Favorite Weapons: Water gun
Favorite Movie: "3"
Favorite TV Show: "Sleeping" 30 hours
Favorite RSI Moment: Giving business card to people
Most Embarrassing: Awkward RSI Moment: CadeGard
IGNASI SEGURA VICENTE

Role: Counselor Group: Alan’s 200

Email Address: ignasiseguaravicente@gmail.com
Address: 392 C. Diputacio, 08009 Barcelona Spain
Phone Number: +34620127034

Field of Interest: Math, computer science

Project Title: Implementable polynomial time algorithms for simple cycle counting in graphs with bounded treewidth

One Word to Describe RS: Healthy

Favorite Quote from RSI: “Can the kids get lymphocytosis?”  “River Grace”
Favorite W20 Food Gyroas + mango lassi

Weapon of Choice in Zombie Apocalypse: Integration by parts
Favorite Number: 17

Longest Time Without Sleep: 41

Most Embarrassing Awkward RSI Moment: Ordering a Royale with Cheese at McDonald’s and having to explain the reference to the waitress

Dear ЖЕНИЙ (I think),
SUBHASH KANTAMNENI

Nickname: subhashbrows
MIT Username: subhashk
Counselor Group: Alan's Zool
Tutor Group: Dr. Rickert
Email Address: subhashk.3586@gmail.com
Address: 1028 Key Largo St, Jupiter, Florida
Phone Number: 5615065286
Field(s) of Interest: Physics and Astronomy
Project Title: Recalculating Stellar Isochrones Using NonLocal Thermodynamic Equilibrium Conditions
One Word to Describe RISI: Happy, Insanity
Favorite Quote from RISI: “My birthday is December 8th, the day before Pearl Harbor”
Favorite Food: “So two tragedies in a row”
Favorite W20 Food: “Dive Pods”
Weapon of Choice in Zombie Apocalypse: “Ahmad”
Favorite Number: 2541 (the number i see when we start)
models finish running :D
Longest Time Without Sleeping: 21 hours
Longest Time Spent Sleeping: 12 hours
Favorite RISI Moment: “going to a public park in Boston at 7 a.m. (with supervision of course)”
Most Embarrassing Awkward RISI Moment: “when i single-handedly crashed on MIT supercomputer cluster (twice)”
CYNTHIA CHEN

Nickname: Squishah
MIT Username: cchen1
Counselor Group: Alan’s Zoooooooo
Tutor Group: Dr. Nickert
Email Address: cynthia.chen@gmail.com
Address: 7421 Tipton Lane
Cupertino, CA 95014
Phone Number: 408 317 8079
Field(s) of Interest: Computational/biology, Artificial Intelligence

Project Title: Interpreting a Deep Neural Network to Identify Degron Motifs and Mutations
One Word to Describe RSI: Spontaneous
Favorite Quote from RSI: "With or without it, I'm still me!" - Pigeons Ahmed and Krishna on W20 5th floor
Favorite W20 Food: Berry yogurt parfait
Weapon of Choice in Zombie Apocalypse: Marshmallow Gun
Favorite Number: 81
Longest Time Without Sleeping: 21
Longest Time Spent Sleeping: 10
Most Embarrassing/Awkward RSI Moment: Raising my hand when even asked for his counselor group to raise their hands before a lecture

Although you are not my tutor, I just wanted to thank you for leading us and for...
It was so nice to see you (even from a distance)!

Love: Jenny